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Professor of Psychology, with a PhD
I am a third generation Chinese American.
Originally from Los Angeles, I earned my B.A.
from Brown University and my Masters, and
PhD from the California School of Professional
Psychology, Berkeley.
In 2019, I was bestowed the Award for
Distinguished Contributions by the Asian
American Psychological Association.
A hidden talent or something people might not
guess about me: Passionate in many ways, I
have been an accomplished handball & avid
racquetball player, and distance bicyclist.
I also have experience in Japanese furnituremaking using hand tools.
The day, month, year I was born is quite
significant…but only if I am ready ”to listen” to
my elders and ancestors from China…

Brief Personal Snapshot:

Matthew, aka “Gin Phan”, is a third generation man,
Chinese-American born and raised in West Los Angeles.
His father was a U.S. postal carrier for 50 years and his
mother, a “stay at home” mom raising 7 children. The
middle child, Matthew’s mother told him he was her
favorite child, her “special listener” as he was born on
the “fifth day, of the fifth month of the fifth year” on the
Lunar calendar, akin to Qu Yuan (343 BC), the famous
Chinese poet, who is always honored during the annual
Dragon Boat Festival. For his villagers, Qu Yuan, was the
“ultimate listener”. Committed to them, one and all, he
listened to his people intensively with heart.
Matthew R. Mock, PhD
DrMMock@comcast.net
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Our Ultimate Role “To Listen”

Matthew R. Mock, PhD
February 2021
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Heartfelt Learning Objectives

* Appreciate how the personal informs the
professional work of healers in present day
* Express gratitude for those that have inspired us so
that our work is not just our sole work but “soul
work” past year, present & future
* More deeply understand a sense of “AWE*” for
‘heroes’ and ‘sheroes’ throughout all we do for
justice past year, present & future.
*see Greater Good Science Center, Berkeley

Whole Self-Inquiry

Life-long authentic and
deliberate learning about all
aspects of the whole self,
including how inequities have
shaped our identities and our
perceptions of ourselves and
others. Our personal narratives
matter…

Empathic Connection

Intentionally joining with
the experience of one
another, to bear witness to
that experience, while
recognizing the joys and
limits of that joining—
emotional, psychological,
social, economic, or cultural.

Potential Reflection Questions:
1. How fundamental is culture an aspect of our identities in current context?
- Tell a story to your partner about a situation in context…
2. Who and what experiences of (intergenerational) trauma have been an
influencing part of our journey working in mental health this past year?
- Tell a brief story about that person and experience.
3. What situation of inequitable treatment with a (personal, client) situation
comes to mind related to aspects of the pandemic of racism, “othering”?
- Tell a brief story (anonymous identity) about that inequitable treatment.
4. Our often sole or principle, primary work can be difficult and challenging.
Who has been a “hero” or “shero” to you that has instilled strength,
inspiration and rejuvenation when needed?
- Tell a brief narrative about this person, what they mean to you and why.

The Context for My Teaching
- Teaching of doctoral (PhD and PsyD) students
- Doctoral program is to address diversity and social justice throughout its
curriculum
- The first year begins with an intercultural lab course in which race, culture,
class, sexual orientation, etc. is covered. This exposure, experience is a
backdrop (+,-)
- Each student must take a 3-unit socio-cultural specific course. This one
focuses on Asian American psychology
- October 2019 bestowed the Distinguished Contributions Award by the Asian
American Psychological Association
- 2020, 2021 Context Matters! Covid-19, xenophobia, differential impact for
BIPOC inc. pandemic of racism, discrimination are evident. STOP ASIAN
HATE! Our breathing is impacted!
- “Somebody’s Beloved” Written and Sung by Milck (Connie Kay Lim)

The Context for My Teaching
- Therefore, students select taking my courses usually in their
second or third year of doctoral studies (i.e. fairly early in their
training)
- The course is usually taken just before or concurrent with starting
field placement
- It is an immersion course i.e. for my teaching effectiveness the
scheduling is “intense” “committed” and “involving”.
- This course cannot be taught in isolation, but rather using the
past to better understand and address layers of crises: Covid-19,
deaths at the hands of police, fires, attempts to suppress social
protests, national outrage, and more. They each jeopardize our
breathing which is our equivalent to our spirits. Each year, May is
Asian Pacific Heritage Month. Do you know why? March 2021,
Atlanta Shootings. We must “Say their names!”

My Related Personal Background
- Earned my PhD from the same doctoral program
- During my studies I was only 1 of 5 “ethnically diverse”
students (only 1 of 2 Asian, the only Chinese American)
and in the end, the only one to walk away with my PhD
- Educate by “what we learned” as well as “what we did
not but wished that we had”…(Relate to this?)
- As a ‘first gen” student, my father would say” never
forget your Chinese”. I would ask “WHY” inquire. His
response was contradictory to my expectations.

Teaching Philosophy for the Class
- PSYCHOLOGICAL PRACTICAL SKILLS such as interviewing
(non-clinical) and exemplifying “CULTURAL HUMILITY”.
- MAKING APPLICABLE CONNECTIONS across races, cultures
to experiences of micro-aggressions, hate, discrimination,
xenophobia and hate crimes due to Covid-19 discrimination.
- SHARING PERSONAL BACKGROUNDS, EXPERIENCES as part
of professional development as a future psychologist. How
is each student with their intersectional backgrounds
impacted by current layers of contextual challenges? As a
generational influence, I grew up during the civil rights
movement.

Teaching Philosophy for the Class
- Utilizing teaching strategies that not only have an impact in
“OUR HEADS” (cognitive, academic, informational, intellectual)
but also “OUR HEARTS” as psychologists
- Linking INDIVIDUAL experiences TO LARGER ones even those
that happen in real time.
- Q: How does Black Lives Matter mean to AAPIs?
- LINKING the PAST of AAPI experiences inc. social justice TO
CURRENT events to the PSYCHOLOGICAL PRACTICE
- Q: How does anti-Blackness arise within some Asian Americans
families and communities?
- Q: How must addressing this be a matter of critical social justice
commitments?

Teaching Strategies for the Class
- MULTIMODAL TEACHING and learning for different
types of learners
- MODELING OF SELF and appropriately decreasing
distance at specific learning times
- Linking learning to longer term COMMITMENTS TO
SOCIAL JUSTICE that is ALWAYS PRESENT but is
sometimes experienced as EBBS AND FLOWS, MORE
URGENT, PRESSING and ESSENTIAL, OMNIPRESENT.

Goals
* Identify demographics, cultural characteristics, history,
social justice movements, psychological perspectives
relevant to teaching about AAPIs;
* Examine specific Asian American social and cultural
dynamics through narratives;
* Learn relevant information for conducting psychotherapy,
assessment, research with AAPIs.
* For us: To utilize the above information to create strategies
and plans to further teach and educate future
professionals in psychology to work effectively with Asian
American individuals, families and communities.

Overview

* Asian American communities are among the
fastest growing in the United States. While
often treated as monolithic, there are rich
intra-ethnic differences as well as core issues
to understand across the lifespan. My goal is
to share therapeutic and service perspectives
supported by clinical material and vignettes.

Asian American Families:
Traditions and Changes
Traditions:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Patriarchal family structure
Collectivism/group orientation
Primary relationships
Shame/Loss of face/stigma
Past, present, & future orientation
“We” identity and relation to “other”

Stressors: “perpetual foreigner”, “wedge
community”, “whiter than white”,
“hyphenated American”, “where are you
from?”, “you took my job”, “you’re to blame
for the virus”, “go back to where you came
from”, “why do you all look the same?”,
“Chinese virus, kung flu”, others.
(Q: What microaggressions have you heard?)

Changes Affecting Families
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Acculturation process
Modernization
Urbanization
Industrialization
Lower fertility rate
Westernization
Internet socializing
Mental health stigma
Being seen/unseen
Standing up, speaking out,
remaining silent, low profile

Asian Americans: 25 Questions

Asian Americans: 25 Questions

Provider Myths

* MYTH: AAPI’s are the
model minority FACT: The
truth about AAPI’s is Bimodal extremes
* MYTH: AAPI’s are one big
similar community FACT:
High within group diversity
due to historical, cultural,
and economic differences

Asian Americans in the Community:
Experiential Learning

* Similar to putting on an oxygen mask on an
airplane, we need to do our own work first
before we assist others. Rather than
confronting (this can happen later), there is
space made for dialogue rather than debate.
* A safe space is made for acknowledging that
we all are prejudice (that is to say, we all
“pre-judge” situations and people).

Location & Context Matter
Angel
Island

Foundation Questions:
* What were the immigration experiences of Chinese,
Japanese, and Koreans who first came to the United
States, followed by subsequent groups?
* How has the American experience transformed Asian
identity?
* What motivates solidarity between different groups
from Asia?
* What is helpful in acknowledging solidarity among Asian
Americans? What challenges may be presented?

Asian Immigration History: the Chinese Experience

Historical Background
* Immigration Station
* From 1910-1940 Angel Island was used as an immigration station to
process and detain thousands of (primarily) Chinese immigrants.

* The “Ellis Island of the West”
* Immigrants endured harsh prison-like conditions while awaiting
entry to the U.S.
* How is this relevant in the
context of current times?
• In what ways might this
history be used for advocacy
and social justice movements?

Asian Immigration History: the Japanese Experience

*
*
*
*

Japanese first came to Hawaii and the U.S. starting in the 1880s.
Between 1885 and 1924, over 200,000 Japanese arrive in Hawaii.
By 1920, Japanese represent 40% of entire population of Hawaii.
Push factors:
* After the 1868 Meiji Restoration, the Japanese government
began to industrialize and modernize. In order to pay for
industrialization, Japanese farmers were heavily taxed.
* During the 1880s, over 300,000 farmers lost their land because
they couldn’t pay the new tax.
* Because of the economic hardship they faced in Japan, many
farmers and poor Japanese looked to migrate to Hawaii for
better economic opportunities (the emigration “netsu” – fever).

Asian Immigration History: the Japanese Experience

* Discrimination against Japanese entry into America
* 1906: Law segregates whites and asians in schools
(modeled on “Jim Crow” laws)
* 1913: denial of right to own land to persons “ineligible
for citizenship” (aimed at Japanese farmers)
* 1924: Immigration Act denies entry to virtually all
Asians

“Forgetting the Constitution”
Most Japanese Americans were
torn or confused about being moved.
They were United States citizens also proud of their
Japanese heritage. How does it relate to present events?

Asian Immigration History: the Japanese Experience

* Restitution (payback) for Internment
* 1987: House of Representatives votes (243 vs. 141) to
make an official apology to Japanese Americans
* 1988: U.S. Senate votes (69%) to support redress for
Japanese Americans
* 1989 President George Bush signs into law an
entitlement program that pays $20,000/person to each
survivor of the camps.

Contemporary Asian Immigration

* Importance of the 1965 Immigration Act
* The 1965 Immigration Act dramatically changed the
criteria (or categories) for judging immigration
applications.
* Up to 20,000/country were allowed entry per year.
* National origin was no longer a criterion used to
influence immigration chances.
* Because Asian immigration was severely restricted
before 1965, this new act helped many Asian groups
enter America.

From Chinese, Japanese, Koreans to Asian Americans

* What happens to Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans
who have been in the United States for a long time or
their entire lives?
* second generation and beyond

* How are Asians portrayed in the larger public sphere,
imagination, media, stereotypes?

Asian American Political Involvement

* Events that galvanized (led to) Asian participation in politics
* Vincent Chin case (1982)
* Chinese American laborer murdered by laborers 5 days before his wedding.
* Economically motivated – laborers blamed Chin for “taking away their jobs” –
they thought he was Japanese
* Murderers only received 3 years of jail time – very little for the crime committed.
* Became a martyr of the Asian American movement and brought together various,
different Asian groups, plus other groups to work together.

* LA Riots (1992)
* After policemen were acquitted for the beating of Rodney King, many people
were upset and began rioting in LA.
* Korea Town was the main target of rioting and vandalism.
* Mobilization of Korean War Veterans – because police were not stopping the
rioters in Korea Town (were protecting more affluent areas like West LA)

Asian American Political Involvement
* Senator (Hawaii) – Daniel Inouye
* U.S. Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights – Bill Lann
Lee
* Governor (Washington) – Gary Locke
* Former Secretary of Labor – Elaine Chao
* Former Secretary of Transportation – Norman Mineta
* Former Assistant to Secretary of Defense (North Korea
mission) – Philip Yun
* Vice President of the U.S. – Kamala Harris, JD
* Grace Lee Boggs, Yuri Kochiyama, Helen Zia, SCN….

Social Justice Movements Interconnected
Histories and Legacies Intertwined:
Mary Ellen Pleasant went on to become celebrated as a philanthropist and business
woman and to amass a $30,000,000 fortune with her secret partner, Scotsman,
Thomas Bell. In 1883 she even helped challenge the powerful Senator William Sharon in
a scandalous case in the cause of Human Rights - She backed the plaintiff financially.
Despite the fact that the plaintiff eventually lost this case, and Pleasant eventually lost
most of her wealth, and even her good name through twists of fate, treachery, and the
press, her legacy of love and courage lives on. In fact, her 1868 Trolley case set
precedent in the California Supreme Court and was used to win a case in that same
court in 1983. Pleasant was a winner!
The M.E. Pleasant Memorial Plaque (Bibbs, 1998, All rights reserved).
2020, 2021 and….
Current disturbing anti-Chinese and anti-Asian violence especially targeting elders in the
Bay Area and other contexts where Asians reside.

Larry Itliong
• Filipino Labor Organizer
• Demanded fair rights and
working conditions for farm
workers
• Instrumental in the West Coast
Labor Movement

Richard Aoki
• Early member of the Black
Panthers Party
• Held a leadership position

Grace Lee Boggs
Human rights activist,
feminist, philosopher, author

“I think that too much of our emphasis on struggle
has simply been in terms of confrontation and not
enough recognition of how much spiritual and moral
force is involved in the people who are struggling…”
-- Grace Lee Boggs in an interview with PBS

“Real poverty is the belief that the
purpose of life is acquiring wealth and
owning things. Real wealth is not the
possession of property but the
recognition that our deepest need, as
human beings, is to keep developing
our natural and acquired powers to
relate to other human beings.”
-- Grace Lee Boggs, The Next
American Revolution: Sustainable
Activism for the Twenty First Century

• Former infantry officer in the
US Army
• Challenged DADT after coming
out on the Rachel Maddow
Show

Helen Zia
• Journalist, activist
• Brought civil rights violation
charges to the murders of
Vincent Chin
• LGBTQ advocate

Dan Choi

Asian American Political Involvement
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Senator (Hawaii) – Daniel Inouye
U.S. Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights – Bill Lann Lee
Yuri Kochiyama – Civil Rights Activist, Marched with Malcolm X
Governor (Washington) – Gary Locke
Former Secretary of Labor – Elaine Chao
Former Secretary of Transportation – Norman Mineta
Former Assistant to Secretary of Defense (North Korea mission)
– Philip Yun
* Vice President of the U.S. – Kamala Harris, JD

Microaggressions

* Simply stated, microaggressions are brief, everyday exchanges that send denigrating
messages to marginalized groups.
* At work, employees of color and women, for example, often describe microaggressions as
a pattern of being overlooked, under-respected and devalued because of their race.
* When racial microaggressions occur, they present a highly charged racial situation that
challenges workers and their bosses.
* The perpetrators (whether coworkers or superiors) are often unaware that a
microaggressive event, incident or communication has occurred. They may, however,
sense that something is brewing but be unable to identify or articulate it.
* Chester Pierce, MD, original term then Derald Wing Sue, PhD and his prolific publications:

Embracing Your Intersectionality

* What kind of activism is happening in your contexts?
* What aspects of your identity inform your work?
* What does your activism look like?

Your unique story is valuable. You are a (s)hero,
doing enduring “soul work” along with others!

Race Talk
Successful Strategies: “Courage is being honest when it is unsafe to do so.”
1. Understanding one’s racial/cultural identity.
2. Being open to admitting racial biases.
3. Being open and comfortable in discussing topics of race and racism.
4. Understanding the meaning of emotions.
5. Validating and facilitating discussion of feelings.
6. Control the process and not content of race talk.
7. Unmask the difficult dialogues through process observations and interventions.
8. Do not allow difficult dialogue to be brewed in silence.
9. Understand differences in communication styles.
10. Forewarning, planning and purposefully instigating race talk.
11. Validate, encourage and express appreciation to participants who speak with it
is unsafe.

Presence with the Whole Self

Showing up fully with an expanded sense of self,
including awareness of —
* Body, mind, heart and spirit
* Interaction with the historical and current physical,
social and energetic environments, including
inequities within them
* How your own experiences, generational family
history and awareness interact with other
individuals’ experiences and awareness

Asian Americans in the Community: Qualitative
Comments Across 25 Years

* “This is one of the best classes I have taken and believe I will take
at CSPP. Dr. Mock is one of the best, warm, engaging, qualified,
and excellent professors I have met. Please continue to convince
him to teach this course. I wish every student at our school could
have the experience that I did. I am not really one to mark
“extremely” (positive) but could not give Dr. Mock’s course
anything but this.”

Asian Americans in the Community: Qualitative
Comments Across 25 Years
& Lessons Learned

* “This professor is outstanding in his integration of
several teaching methods (i.e. didactic, story telling,
participation, discussion, role play, experiential
learning & his relation and interaction with students
(i.e. respectful, approachable, welcoming,
egalitarian), (with) professional & personal
experiences shared (about serving AAPIs families &
the community)”.

Asian Americans in the Community: Qualitative
Comments Across 25 Years

* “Dr. Mock is a fantastic professor; is a caring
person, intellectually brilliant & is an effective,
enthusiastic professor…I feel I have learned
so much from him…I am thankful to Dr. Mock
and I am grateful I took this course!”

Compassionate Attention

Seeing things as they
are, including suffering
and injustice, with a
discerning capacity to
suspend action or
judgment en route to
uninterrupted
presence.

Our Ultimate Role “To Listen”

Matthew R. Mock, PhD
February 2021
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How those we serve may remember us as
clinicians, administrators, staff, healers…

“People will forget what you said,
people will forget what you did,
but people will never forget how you
made them feel.”
- Maya Angelou Matthew R. Mock, PhD mmock@jfku.edu
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Resources
• Cultivate local resources
• Utilize community leaders,
liasions, voices
• Read up on contemporary
research and current
events
• AAPA is on fb and twitter
• AAPI social justice, Stop
Asian Hate, Hollabeck have
educational materials in
multiple languages
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